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"Every time we get a chance to get ahead they move the
finish line."
Watching the film...

Hdden Figures is set in

1961 .

What are some of the visual and audio clues that the

filmmakers use to show the time period?

Think about the

opening scene

of the film when we meet Katherine, Mary and Dorothy.

What do we learn about our main characters in these exchanges? What changes do you
notice in their behaviour when the police officer approaches?

The film explores how

sexism

racism and

shaped our main characters

experiences in their workplace.

This culminates in a

monologue

from

Katherine when she is unable to find a
suitable bathroom to use near her
office.

How do the filmmakers create tension
in the scenes that lead up to this
moment?

White Saviour :

is a term that refers to a white person who 'rescues' people in

marginalized communities in a self serving manner, or is the one who is celebrated for
'saving' a person of colour.

How does the character of

Al Harrison

fulfil the stereotype of the 'white saviour'
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"I like her numbers"
Making the film...

WATCH :

Hidden Figures | "Give or Take" Clip [HD] | 20th Century FOX (1 min 30)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JAEnv1PvBvw

While the film is about a

great achievement ,

it also highlights the smaller moments

where the main characters overcome struggles or achieve their own successes.

In this short clip, Katherine solves a problem her male counterpart has already avoided.

How does the way
How

different

this scene is shot

highlight:

she is to the other people in the room?

How important this moment is to Catherine?
What the other people in the room think of her?

In your answer, think about how the scene is

framed

shot (the camera shots used - close ups, tracking shots, establishing
other cinematic technique you think is important (costume, music, etc).

how it is
any

(what you can see in each picture),

How does this scene make the audience

feel ?

shots), and

Explain how it made you feel this way.

For each of the three main characters, pick a scene where you
think we see them

triumph ,

either in a big way or a small way, and

explain how the filmmaker has captured this triumph. Do this for:

Katherine
Dorothy
Mary
Or even a scene where more than one of the characters is
successful.
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"If you act right - you are right. That's for certain."
Making the film...

WATCH :

Go Behind the Scenes of Hidden Figures (2017) (10 mins)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dPqmtUvHFiM

In this video, the filmmakers are shooting "

Roll" footage .

B-

This means the images edited

amongst the main footage to provide extra
information or something interesting to look
at.

Why do you think B-roll footage is

to a film like Hidden Figures ?

important

Consider the

fact that some scenes are full of technical
jargon and characters explaining complex
equations.

Were you surprised at all by the amount of people involved in

Which

filmmaking jobs

Select a

making the film ?

surprised you? Which ones looked the most

job in filmmaking

interesting ?

that is not director, writer or actor. Research what they do on

a set and what you would need to do to get into that job.

You may find the

Screenskills Job Profiles

site helpful in your research.

https://www.screenskills.com/job-profiles/
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"I have no choice but to be the first"
Inspired by the film...

Hidden Figures is based on the true
story of

Katherine Johnson ,

who

worked at NASA for years.

Research the real Katherine and
find 2 facts about her that weren't
included in the film.

There are many other amazing female scientists, mathematicians and great
thinkers who have been overlooked by history.

Find a woman who was a

another STEM job

mathematician, a scientist, an inventor or

that you admire. Explain who she was and write a short

report on what impact her work had on either her field of study or the world
in general.

Here are some suggestions but you can use your own:

Ada Lovelace , programmer
Sau Lan Wu , physicist
Mary Anning , discovered first
complete fossil

Mae C. Jemison , astronaut
Hedy Lamarr , inventor

Marie Maynard Daly , chemist
Alice Augusta Ball , cured leprosy
Rosalind Franklin , discovered DNA
Marie Curie , scientist
Tu YouYou , chemist and Nobel
prize winner

